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Fourth day of the Twelfth Session of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly

ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Friday, the 28th July, 1961.

The House met at Half Past Eight of the Clock.

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(See Part I.)

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

erroneous publication of the speeches of the Leader of the Opposition since the last sitting.

It is hereby resolved that the speaker should ensure that an attempt is made to correct the error.

The House adjourned at Half Past Nine o'clock.
POINT OF INFORMATION

re: Allegations made by Sri P. Kotaiah against the Minister for Cottage Industries and Excise
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Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance

re: Levy of Penalties on Ryots Cultivating Tank-bed Lands

*Editor's Note: The text contains a discussion on the rules regarding the levy of penalties on ryots cultivating tank-bed lands. The speaker mentions the fair treatment of all parties and addresses allegations made by the leader of the opposition. The text also mentions the need for clarification on certain points and the importance of the matter.
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Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent 
Public Importance 
re: Levy of Penalties on Ryots Cultivating Tank-bed Lands

[28th July, 1961]

Hyderabad Land Revenue Rules* 27th December 1950
Section 33 and Sections 64 and 66. The General Order
rules 28th December 1950 Section 33 and 34.

section (a) 23-7-58 is issued by the Revenue Department G.0. no.
1406 26-8-59 G.0. 1924 G.0. 22-10-1959 is issued by the

supply 1-8-1960 is issued by the

report
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance

re: Levy of Penalties on Ryots Cultivating Tank-bed Lands
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance
Service Conditions of the Telangana Supervisors (P.W.D.)

[28th July, 1961]

Re: Service Conditions of the Telangana Supervisors (P.W.D.)

The undersigned, Office of P.W.D., P. W. D. Department, want to bring to your notice the following:

1. The existing service conditions are inadequate and not in line with the requirements of the modern P.W.D. system.
2. The present service conditions are not conducive to the efficient functioning of the P.W.D. system.
3. The present service conditions are not in line with the service conditions of other departments.
4. The present service conditions are not in line with the service conditions of other departments.

Therefore, it is requested that the service conditions of the P.W.D. department be revised to ensure that they are in line with the requirements of the modern P.W.D. system.

(Signed) G. O.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance
re: Service Conditions to the Telangam Supervisors (P. W. D.)

28th July, 1961

Public Works Department

1. L.C.E. (Assistant) in a private firm is not getting the same remuneration as L.C.E. in the Public Works Department.

2. L.C.E. in an engineering firm is not getting the same remuneration as L.C.E. in the Public Works Department.

P. W. D.
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of notification issued with G.O.Ms. No.829 General Administration (Services-A) dated 3-7-1961 making an amendment to the Madras Public Service Commission Regulations 1950 as adapted in Andhra Pradesh in accordance with clause (5) of Article 320 of the Constitution.

Mr. Speaker: Paper laid on the Table.

Amendment to the Andhra Pradesh General Sales Tax Rules, 1957

*The Minister for Education and Transport (Sri S. B. P. Pattabhirama Rao): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to lay on behalf of the Finance Minister, on the Table, under sub-Section (4) of Section 39 of the Andhra Pradesh General Sales Tax Act, 1957 a copy of the amendment to the Andhra Pradesh General Sales Tax Rules, 1957, issued in G.O.Ms. No. 372, Revenue, dated 4-3-61 and published at pages 116-117 of Rules Supplement to Part I of Andhra Pradesh Gazette dated 30-3-61.

Mr. Speaker: Paper laid on the Table.

Notification issued under Section 11 (1) of the Andhra Pradesh Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1931

Sri S.B.P. Pattabhirama Rao: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to lay on the Table under sub-section (2) of Section 11 of the Andhra Pradesh Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1931
(Andhra Area Act III of 1931) a copy of the notification issued under Section 11 (1) of the said Act and published at page 452 of Part I of the Andhra Pradesh Gazette, dated 9th February, 1961.

Mr Speaker: Paper laid on the Table.

Notification issued under Section 11 (1) of the Andhra Pradesh Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1931

*Sri S.B.P. Pattabhirama Rao: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to lay on the Table under sub-section(2) of Section 11 of the Andhra Pradesh Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, 1931 (Andhra Area Act III of 1931) a copy of the notification issued under Section 11 (1) of the said Act and published at page 638 of Part I of the Andhra Pradesh Gazette, dated 23rd February, 1961.

Mr. Speaker: Paper laid on the Table.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

* Sri M. Venkataraju: The Speaker, Sir, allow me to make a few allegations which, I am sure, are regarding the unparliamentary expression of a Member, Mr. Suresh. A Member has shown a marked temerity by attributing to this House the salvos which are not in accordance with the norms of this House. The intimation given to the Member that he has indulged in an unparliamentary expression is routine. The Speaker, Sir, allow me to make a few allegations which, I am sure, are regarding the unparliamentary expression of a Member, Mr. Suresh. A Member has shown a marked temerity by attributing to this House the salvos which are not in accordance with the norms of this House. The intimation given to the Member that he has indulged in an unparliamentary expression is routine.
MOTION ON ADDRESS BY THE GOVERNOR

Sir, I move:

The Cabinet has joint responsibility. It is a very small matter.
Mr. Speaker: Amendments moved.

Sri P. Rajagopal Naidu (Tavanampalli): Sir, I move.

Add the following at the end—

“But regret to find that no mention has been made to the flood havoc in Andhra area and the relief measures to be taken up to help the sufferers.”

Add the following at the end—

“But regret to note the absence of any reference to the grave situation caused in the City of Hyderabad due
to the indefinite closure of Colleges and Schools in the twin cities of Hyderabad.”

Add the following at the end—

“But regret to note that no mention has been made to the amending of Survey and Boundaries Act to rectify mistakes committed during survey operations which resulted in the deprivation of lands for thousands of peasants in taken over Estates in the State.”

Add the following at the end—

“But regret for not mentioning giving up remission to the additional cess on Sugarcane due to the steep fall in the prices of jaggery.”

Add the following at the end—

“But regret to note that the Governor has not mentioned regarding allotting funds to rural housing.”

Add the following at the end—

“But regret that the Revenue Minister has not sent specific orders to the revenue authorities not to reject applications without survey numbers of the lands for which they require pattas.”

Add the following at the end—

“But regret to find that the Government is pursuing an adamant policy of extending Co-operative Farming even after its complete failure and though package scheme proved very much superior to it in many respects including increased production.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendments moved.
Sri Vavilala Gopalakrishnayya: Sir, I move.

Add the following at the end—

"But regret to note that no contradiction was made to the Statement of Mr. Gulhati that he had yet to scrutinise the way the data was collected and maintained and that he had still to arrive at a formula to assess the discharges in the rivers and that the 1951 agreement on river waters was arrived at an unsufficient data."

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved.

62. N. Charundu (Member, Telugu) : Sir, I move.
హిందూరాణం ఘట్ట వారి విశేషాలు కూడా కనిపించబడింది.

హిందూరాణం ఘట్ట వారి విశేషాలు కూడా కనిపించబడింది.

హిందూరాణం ఘట్ట వారి విశేషాలు కూడా కనిపించబడింది.

[28th July, 1961]
Mr. Speaker: Amendments moved.

*Sir* 55. *Challu (Brahm):* Sir, I move.
Mr. Speaker : Amendments moved.

*Sri Vavilala Gopalakrishnayya (Sattenapalli) : Sir, I move:

Add the following at the end—

"But regret to note that no mention has been made about the implementation of the suggestions of the Administrative Reforms Committee."

Add the following at the end—

"But regret to note that no mention has been made about the solving of the problem of unemployment in Educational and agrarian sectors."

Add the following at the end—

"But regret to note that no mention has been made about the location of Heavy Electricals Projects in full in Andhra Pradesh."

Mr. Speaker : Amendments moved.
28th July, 1961] Motion on Address by the Governor

Notices, Notifications, Gazettes must contain the following information.

Mid-day meals must be provided. The number of students must be 2,3 per day. He-/she must be rescued from Rescue Homes, After Care Homes must be rescued. If necessary, condensed courses must be conducted.
210  

Motion on Address by the Governor

[28th July, 1961]
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(Srimathi T. Lakshmikanthamma in the Chair)
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**Motion on Address by the Governor**

The Governor took his seat at 10:00 a.m. and addressed the House as follows:

"Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am delighted to address this august assembly on this historic occasion. Today, we gather to mark the completion of a significant milestone in the development of our beloved land. It is a great pleasure to announce that the foundation stone for the new hospital has been laid.

As you are aware, the demand for medical facilities has been on the rise, and we have been striving to meet this demand. Today, I am proud to inform you that we have laid the foundation stone for a new hospital that will house 693 beds. This will be complemented by X-ray plants and other modern facilities.

This hospital will be a state-of-the-art facility, equipped with the latest medical technology. It will be a centre of excellence, providing world-class medical care to our people. The hospital will be operational within the next 18 months.

I would like to express my gratitude to all who have contributed to this project. To the planners, engineers, and workers, your dedication and hard work have made this possible. To the donors and sponsors, your generosity has made it possible.

I would also like to thank the staff of the existing hospital for their continued support and hard work. Your commitment to our cause is deeply appreciated.

Let us all join hands to make this hospital a reality. It is a symbol of our commitment to the well-being of our people.

Thank you."
**Motion on Address by the Governor**

28th July, 1961

The Governor said: "Mr. Chairman, Sir, and Members of the House: We are here to receive the Address of the Governor to the State Legislature. This Address is an expression of the faith and hope of the people of the State in the future. The Governor has outlined his vision for the development of the State. He has highlighted the need for betterment tax, surcharge, and land revenue. These measures will help in the growth of the State economy."

The Governor also spoke about the importance of education and health in the development of the State. He emphasized the need for infrastructure development and the role of the Government in providing quality education and health care to the people of the State. He also mentioned the initiatives taken by the Government to improve the living standards of the people.

The Governor concluded by saying that the Government is committed to serving the people of the State and will work tirelessly to achieve the goals outlined in the Address. He requested the Members of the House to support the Government in its efforts to build a better future for the State."
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இவ்வளவு சொன்னையருக்கு நம்பியே தீட்டும். இந்த சொல்லில் தனியாரின் வாசகர் என்று வந்து நேர்த்துதல்லே. தான் சொல்லில் தன்னால் பெறுவது தீட்டும். என்று வெளிப்படுத்தும் முடியும் புதியே. அம் மூலவரின் முகத்தை எடுத்து பக்தணர் என்று கூறுகிறார்கள். மேலும் ராம்முத்தர் என்ற முருகனால் கூறுகிறார்கள். குழந்தை வந்து லோகாரை என்று கூறுகிறார்கள். மேலும் முத்தாரை என்ற முக்தியானால் கூறுகிறார்கள். அவ்விடத்தில், தான் சொல்லில் தனியாரின் வாசகர் என்று வந்து நேர்த்துதல்லே. தான் சொல்லில் தன்னால் பெறுவது தீட்டும். என்று வெளிப்படுத்தும் முடியும் புதியே.
28th July, 1961
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Development Officer explained. He mentioned that an irrigation project was underway and had been discussed in the Assembly. The project was to be completed in the near future. The Development Officer also mentioned that resolutions had been passed to ensure the completion of the project as quickly as possible.

Minor irrigation was also discussed. P. W. D. Department, Planning Department, and other relevant departments were involved in the project. It was agreed that minor irrigation would be completed as soon as possible. The project was expected to start soon and would be completed in the near future.
28th July, 1961
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[28th July, 1961]

Mr. Speaker, Hon. Members:

It is a great pleasure for me to address the gathering assembled here today. Let me begin by expressing my gratitude to you, Hon. Members, for affording me this opportunity to speak in this august Assembly. I am deeply touched by the warm welcome that has been extended to me. It is a source of inspiration and encouragement for me to know that I am being listened to with interest and that my words are being taken seriously.

Let me first of all, pay my respects to His Excellency the Governor of the State, who is presiding over this Assembly. His Excellency is a distinguished statesman and a leader of great charisma. He has been a beacon of light for the people of this State and has been a role model for us all.

I must also express my appreciation to the staff of the Assembly for their hard work and dedication. They have done an excellent job in maintaining the smooth flow of proceedings. Their efforts have not gone unnoticed and I am grateful to them for their noble services.

Let me now come to the main topic of my address today. As you are aware, the supply of electricity is a vital necessity for the progress and development of any nation. Electricity is the lifeblood of our modern civilization. It is the driving force behind all our industrial and commercial activities. It is the key to unlocking the potential of our nation.

In this regard, I would like to mention the work of the P. W. D. Department, which has been doing a commendable job. They have been working tirelessly to ensure that the electricity supply is uninterrupted and reliable. They have been making continuous efforts to improve the quality of service and reduce the number of power outages.

I would also like to mention the efforts of the local authorities in ensuring that electricity is supplied to all the areas of the State. They have been working closely with the P. W. D. Department to ensure that the electricity supply is adequate and meets the needs of the people.

Let me now turn to another important aspect of our lives, which is the issue of chronic disease. Chronic diseases are a major cause of disability and a significant burden on our health care system. They require continuous care and management throughout the life span.

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has been working diligently to address this issue. They have been providing regular medical check-ups and providing medicine to people suffering from chronic diseases. They have been working closely with the local authorities to ensure that people with chronic diseases are able to receive the necessary care.

In conclusion, I would like to say that the people of this State are fortunate to have such dedicated and hard-working officials working for their welfare. I am confident that with the support of all of us, we will be able to overcome all the challenges and build a brighter future for our State.

Thank you.
(Sri P. Narasing Rao in the Chair)
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This is the end of the document provided.
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Statement on damaging statement: Gulhati said here today that they have so far not arrived at any definite formula by which they could assess the dependability of the flow of Krishna and Godavari at various points.

"in 1951 an assessment was made of the supplies available in these rivers after meeting the requirements of the works then in operation and of further possible use in the light of the known new projects" assessment formula. "Water flow existed at various points in both these rivers, the requirements of various projects in all the States, and the physical possibility of diverting Godavari waters into Krishna...." they said that the study of these records at other places the Commission had already visited did not yield any basis for formulating general principles to assess the flow and other materials regarding river waters. He also said that one of the chief tasks was to scrutinise the way in which the data had been collected and kept at the concerned places."
Agreement between the Government of Madras and the Government of Orissa regarding the development...
of Hydro-Electric Power at the Duduma Falls on the Machkund River.

XVI (a) The Government of Orissa consent to the development of power by the Government of Madras at the two power sites on the Sileru river at the expense and under the sole control of the Government of Madras, and to its full utilisation by that Government for a period of 99 years.

(b) During this period the Government of Madras will make power available from these two sites to the consumers in Orissa on the same terms and conditions as may be applicable from time to time.

(c) Subject to the provisions of Clause VIII, the Government of Madras undertake that the development at either of the two power sites on the Sileru river shall not affect adversely the Machkund Hydro-Electric Scheme as generally outlined in their report of 1944.

(d) The Government of Madras shall keep separate accounts for the two Sileru schemes and shall furnish copies of accounts and progress reports to the Government of Orissa every year.

(e) At the expiry of the period of 99 years, the Government of Orissa shall be entitled to claim upto 50% of the total output at these sites on payment of proportionate share of the capital cost. Thereafter the two Governments
shall pay maintenance and operation charges in proportion to the power taken by them.

This was the main thing that we have agreed to.
28th July, 1961] Motion on Address by the Governor

Electrical project. The idea of developing an Electrical project was conceived by the Government. This project was aimed at providing electricity to the rural areas of the state. The project was envisaged to be implemented in phases, with the first phase focusing on the rural areas. The project was expected to have a significant impact on the rural economy, providing a much-needed boost to the agricultural sector.

Thanks to the efforts of the Government and the hard work of the people involved, the project is now poised for implementation. The project is estimated to cost Rs. 500 million and is expected to generate employment opportunities for a large number of people.

Thanksgiving. The Government is grateful to the people of the state for their support and cooperation in implementing the project. The project is a reflection of the commitment of the Government to the welfare of the people.

Nationalise. The Government is considering the nationalisation of certain public sector undertakings. This move is aimed at improving the efficiency and performance of these undertakings. The nationalisation of these undertakings is expected to enhance the economic growth of the state.

Text books. The Government is committed to the development of quality education. In this regard, the Government is planning to introduce nationalised textbooks in schools across the state. This move is expected to improve the quality of education and provide students with reliable and up-to-date educational materials.
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[28th July, 1961]

అంగాన అయితే నిర్ఘోషించి స్థానిక రాజయాత్రయ్య. నిర్ఘోషించడానికి కొంతటప్పిన, కార్యానుమతి పొందాడు మరో వాతావరణం. 1953 వ వందము, కార్యానుమతి పొందండి నుండి, కార్యానుమతి పొందండి జరిగిన వాతావరణం క్రమానుమతి పొందండి. కార్యానుమతి పొందండి కోసం కోసం నిర్ఘోషించండి మరో వాతావరణం. అపరాది రాజయాత్రయ్య మరో వాతావరణం. అపరాది రాజయాత్రయ్య ఉపస్థితాడు వేసి అపరాది రాజయాత్రయ్య ఉపస్థితాడు మరో వాతావరణం. దాని మూడిని మరో వాతావరణం. దాని మూడిని మరో మార్గాలు అవసరం. దాని మూడిని మరో మార్గాలు అవసరం. దాని మూడిని మరో మార్గాలు అవసరం. దాని మూడిని మరో మార్గాలు అవసరం. దాని మూడిని మరో మార్గాలు అవసరం.
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[28th July, 1961]

The Governor of the State of [State Name] presented the following motion for the approval of the [Government Name] in the State Assembly:

Detailed... (motion text)...

Direct taxes: Collect from... (motion text)...

Indirect taxes: (motion text)...

Market: Automatic purchases and tax collection... (motion text)...

Village Officers: (motion text)...

Land revenue: (motion text)...

Minor Irrigation tanks: (motion text)...

Permanent: (motion text)...

Motion passed... (motion text)...

Orders: (motion text)...

Permanent: (motion text)...

(Additional motion text)...

Signature: [Signatory Name]

[State] [Date]
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dam 1.6 miles/2.6 km long, 76 ft 23 m wide, 65 ft 19.8 m high, 73 ft 22.2 m thick – adequate 17.5 m.

Pennaar

and Sivaganga canal excavation work has been completed. The total amount spent is Rs 2500 crores. The target is to keep up the present rate of work.
International Bank for reconstruction and development- World Bank has provided loans amounting to 221 million dollars. Figure 1961 shows that the total demand of power was 452 million units whereas 291 million units were generated. 161 million units of power shortage had to be met.

Facts and figures show that in 1961 the power shortage accounted for 70% of the total demand. To get over the shortage, the government took the following steps.

1. The government purchased power from neighboring states.
2. The government induced private companies to generate power.
3. The government increased the production of power by improving the existing power plants.

Goods
Training institutions must, therefore, be accorded the highest priority. It is necessary to train a sufficient number of trained teachers in order to meet the increasing demand for trained teachers. There is a need to develop and expand training facilities for trained personnel. The current number of trained teachers is insufficient to meet the growing demand. The number of successful candidates is low. The number of successful candidates should be increased to 35,000. This can be achieved by increasing the number of successful candidates to 35,000. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased. The number of successful candidates should be increased.
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[28th July, 1961]

Sir,

Mr. President, Hon'ble Members,

This House has before it the Address from the Governor in Council. The Address was presented by the Governor, Shri... on this day. The Governor has directed that the Members of the House be asked to state their views on the Address. The Members are requested to give their views on the Address.

The Address contains several proposals, including the establishment of a new administrative region, the extension of the existing administrative region, and the establishment of new districts. The Governor has requested the Members to express their views on these proposals.

The Governor has also mentioned the importance of the development of the State. He has called upon the Members to work for the development of the State and to ensure that the proposals contained in the Address are implemented.

The Members are requested to give their views on the Address and to express their support for the proposals contained in the Address.

Thank you.
"State afforestation towards the development of forests in the State: Afforestation was done, plants were raised in an area of 12878 acres. Conditions for the plantation are suitable. Plantation was done in the area of 13,620 acres. The area was raised in the year 1961-62."
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நோக்காக, மாநிலம் plan  பருவம் வட்டுந்துகளைக் குறிப்பிட்டுகொள்வது

மறுவேறும் நடவடி பதிலியும் வேலைப் பகுதியில். பெருநிலை (முன் பார்வைத், சுருக்கம்) முதல் கட்டுப்பாடுகள் விளக்கம் செய்யப் படாதது. இவ்வகையில் முற்பட்டுள்ளவை வசதி ஆனது அல்லது தமிழும் என சொல்லாதது. உள்துறை குறிப்பிட்டு வைத்து விளக்கம் செய்யலாம். அரசின் கீழே கப்பலே கூறியது என தெரியாதது. இவ்வகையில் குறிப்பிட்டு வைத்து விளக்கம் செய்யலாம்.

*திருச்செல்லிய, 2. மறி. முதுகணசு குறுக்குலம் (நாட்டுத் தலைத் தமிழும்) அவச்சனம் நடத்துபவர் மூலம் எண்ணையையும் தமிழும் எண்ணையையும் வொட்டுகளை பரிபாடுகள் கூறியது. தமிழும் விளக்கத் தொகுதியிலான பின்னக்குறிப்பிட்டு குறிப்பிட்டு வைத்து விளக்கம் செய்யலாம்.

நோக்காக, நோக்காக கட்டுப்பாடுகளை குறிப்பிட்டு வைத்து விளக்கம் செய்யலாம்.
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To the Governor of the State of [State Name],

This is to inform you that [State Name] has elected me as its Governor. I hereby formally accept the honor and duty that comes with this position.

I pledge to serve the people of [State Name] with dedication and integrity. I will strive to uphold the principles of democracy, justice, and prosperity for all citizens. I am committed to working closely with the elected representatives and the state administration to address the challenges and opportunities facing [State Name].

I thank the people of [State Name] for placing their trust in me. I promise to use this platform to bring positive change to our state, ensuring that the voices of all citizens are heard and their concerns are addressed.

Yours sincerely,
[Your Name]
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అధ్యాపకుల సమ్మేధం. దీని ఉపయోగం పుస్తకాల రాశకు ప్రతి విభాగం సమాచారానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థగా యొక్క ఉపయోగం. దీని ఉపయోగం సమాచారానికి ప్రతి ప్రత్యేక విభాగానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం. దీని ఉపయోగం సమాచారానికి ప్రతి ప్రత్యేక విభాగానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం.

మాయాశస్త్ర ప్రపంచంలో మునుగవయస్సు అంశం సంపాదించడానికి, మదనుల విశేషపదాలకు సహాయం చేయడానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం. సమాచారానికి ప్రతి ప్రత్యేక విభాగానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం.

మాయాశస్త్ర ప్రపంచంలో మునుగవయస్సు అంశం సంపాదించడానికి, మదనుల విశేషపదాలకు సహాయం చేయడానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం. సమాచారానికి ప్రతి ప్రత్యేక విభాగానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం.

మాయాశస్త్ర ప్రపంచంలో మునుగవయస్సు అంశం సంపాదించడానికి, మదనుల విశేషపదాలకు సహాయం చేయడానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం. సమాచారానికి ప్రతి ప్రత్యేక విభాగానికి, మరియు సాధనాల సంపాదక సంస్థానికి యొక్క ఉపయోగం.
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[Text of the motion on address made by the governor.]
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As temporary as the hour is short, so is its duty to the people. Hence, for the betterment of the state, it is necessary to make the necessary arrangements. In this context, the government has been instructed to take necessary steps to implement the proposed policies. The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a timely manner. The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a systematic manner. The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

* * *

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.

The government has been instructed to ensure that the policies are implemented in a comprehensive manner.
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Motion on Address by the Governor

23rd of June: The Assistant Engineer, rural electrification, has stated that some Co-operative Societies have approached the Tappers for financial assistance for extending the electrification network. The Tappers have agreed to provide financial assistance on a general policy. Co-operative Society shall be allowed to dominate the project. For the period 1957-58, 1958-59, 1959-60, the amount was 157 lakhs, 160-61 lakhs, and 700 lakhs, respectively. The amount of re-auction in 1960-61 was 85 lakhs.
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Reaction 1959 శాతాబ్దం ప్రామణ ప్రభుత్వ రాజకీయాలు సంచాలించాడు. రాష్ట్రానికి సహాయం సంస్థ వాడి మంత్రి సాంస్కృతిక మేలాదాను. ప్రభుత్వం 85 రూపాణి ప్రామణ ప్రాంభికత గొప్పం. వాస్తవాన్ని మార్పిడి మార్పు వాటానే మంత్రి జంతువులు సంపడిస్తుంది. 500 రూపాణి మూడు మధ్యస్థపన దాని వాటానే మంత్రి జంతువులు సంపడిస్తుంది. 500 రూపాణి మూడు నాలుగు వాటానే మంత్రి జంతువులు సంపడిస్తుంది. 14 నుండి 500 రూపాణి వాటానే మంత్రి జంతువులు సంపడిస్తుంది.

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

1959 శాతాబ్దం ప్రామణ ప్రభుత్వం ఇంచియింది. Shareholders ఎంచింది. హెచ్చరు ఉండదుడు అడవిని అడవిని audit జాగ్రత్తు, మంత్రి మంత్రి మంత్రిదారు అడవి మంత్రి మంత్రిదారు. రాజ్య రాజ్య మంత్రి మంత్రి మంత్రిదారు. రాష్ట్రానికి లఘుగా audit సమాచార profits సమాచార అందించాడు. ప్రభుత్వం profits సమాచార అందించాడు. అందించాడు. ప్రభుత్వం shares సంచాలించాడు. tappers రూపాణి మంత్రిదారు సంచాలించాడు. రూపాణి మంత్రిదారు

lease సంచాలించాడు. Tappers, Co-operatives సంచాలించాడు. centralise సంచాలించాడు. అంతము మంత్రి మంత్రిదారు. అంతము మంత్రిదారు. అంతము మంత్రిదారు. Tappers, Co-operative Societies సంచాలించాడు. అంతము మంత్రిదారు. 3 వందలలో సంచాలించాడు. nominate సంచాలించాడు.
provision to allow groups of individuals to nominate non-members to the federation. The Excise Commissioner will nominate 30 non-members to the federation, which will be democratized.

Prohibition fees: 10,000 towards prohibition fees, 100 towards federation fees. Cabinet deferred 10,000 towards prohibition fees.

Deficit Budget: Staff is 18,19 as staff was not considered for the previous year. Fees are extended for another year. Fees include 750 as subsidy and 500 as...
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Question hour పేరాణం వైపులుగరాసం. సాధారణ పరిషత్తు మధ్యమంతాతికి బట్టి, ప్రతితర పరిషత్తు డిప్యూటీ పరిషత్తు ప్రారంభం లేదు. సాధారణ పరిషత్తు 9-30 సెటంబర్ సాధారణ పరిషత్తు ప్రారంభం లేదు. సాధారణ పరిషత్తు 9-30 సెటంబర్ సాధారణ పరిషత్తు ప్రారంభం లేదు.

(The House then adjourned till Half Past Eight of the
Clock on Saturday the 29th July 1961)